Motivated by the desire to understand supercooled liquids, my thesis work with Hans Andersen involved kinetic theories of liquids near equilibrium. We formulated a diagrammatic kinetic theory for a stochastic lattice model of a liquid. The simplicity of the lattice model facilitated a detailed theoretical analysis, the results of which we describe below. Due to the similarity of this diagrammatic formalism to one developed for a classical atomic liquid, this work suggests how to construct approximate kinetic theories for a supercooled liquid. Moreover, these ideas provide a foundation for describing the near equilibrium dynamics of entangled systems such as a dense polymer melt.
Theory of Supramolecular Polymer Systems
In collaboration with Glenn Fredrickson, I have worked on the theory of supramolecular polymer systems in which reversible intermolecular bonding affects the inhomogeneous phase behavior. These systems have enormous technological potential since temperature controls the number of intermolecular bonds formed and hence the physical properties of the material. We have formulated a model for a diblock copolymer system and investigated this system in the mean field approximation using computational methods. This preEdward H. Feng University of California, Santa Barbara Stanford University
Future Interests
We are interested in the theoretical study of complex liquids using both analytic and computational methods. This work involves not only using existing theoretical methods and models but also developing new methods and formulating new models to study complex liquids. One area of interest is the near equilibrium dynamics of complex liquids. These dynamics exhibit fascinating phenomena such as the glassy behavior of a dense colloidal dispersion and entangled dynamics of a semi-dilute solution of rod-like polymers. Our approach will use diagrammatic methods to develop quantitative predictions of these dynamics. Also, we will study stochastic processes to develop new, more efficient simulation methods for slowly relaxing, glassy systems. A second area of interest involves studying the far from equilibrium dynamics of complex liquids under flow. For example, colloidal dispersions in simple shear flow can display both shear induced ordering and shear thickening. We will employ field theoretic methods both to make analytic predictions and to formulate a computational method to study complex liquids under flow. All aspects of our work will involve collaborations with experimentalists. In addition to experiments that probe dynamics, we are also keenly interested in experiments studying the equilibrium phase behavior of polymer systems.
